This paper approaches and tries to offer a solution to a modern day concern: relevant information retrieval and surveillance through the internet. The increasing volume of information that exists on web sites, forums or personal web pages, makes the process of searching for information that is relevant for us to become very complex and time consuming. In addition to their success, social networks like Twitter, MySpace, Facebook, Flickr have more and more users with common interests, and their gathered information has an increasing volume. In such social networks starting from a topic, users can freely express their opinions, add links or relevant photos. The system that we have built uses information collected from the Internet and offers users an easier way to find out positive and negative opinions about a topic. Information is searched on web pages (we prefer blogs, forums or users comments) and on Twitter. Identifying and classifying opinions is done by identifying some emotional triggers and by calculating some valences related to the context in which they appear.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, new user communities were built on social networks, forums, or sites created for specific classes of persons on the Internet. In this communities, users freely express their opinions about common topics, critic or approve certain aspects related to their common topic. What is interesting is the fact that, for example, in case of a product, based on user opinions, we can have an overview of the product quality; we can identify the advantages of using this product and even its weaknesses.

For example, the web site Tweetfeel offers you the possibility to search on Twitter for the latest tweets regarding a specific topic. These tweets are classified in
two categories: negative or positive, based on keywords that are found in users' tweets. Classification is done using the distance between keywords that describe the categories, and the words that we are searching for on Twitter, without taking into account the context in which these keywords appear. Therefore, the classification of the tweets is not always correct. Nevertheless, the contexts in which the keywords are used by users in searching are helpful for generating an overview of the topic.

This paper focuses on some concepts related to surveillance of users and information. The purpose of our application is to find out user opinions regarding certain products or events. In the second part we present two case studies to show how our application works: in the first one, we will find out how we can get users opinions regarding certain customs about Easter and in the second one, the difference between the opinions of Romanians and Americans about giving the Nobel Prize to American President Barrack Obama.

2. SURVEILLANCE OF USERS AND INFORMATION OVER THE INTERNET

Foucault considers that society acts like surveillance and a disciplinary society. In this society “the individual is carefully fabricated in it, according to a whole technique of forces and bodies” [2].

For Giddens, surveillance means the accumulation of information defined as symbolic materials that can be stored by an agency or community as well as the supervision of the activities of subordinates by their superiors within any community [4]. The modern nation state was from its beginning an information society, because it collects and stores information about citizens (births, marriages, deaths, demographic and fiscal statistics, ‘moral statistics’ relating to suicide, divorce, delinquency, etc.) in order to organize the administration.

---

2 Tweetfeel: http://www.tweetfeel.com/
3 Twitter: http://twitter.com/
For Fuchs, Internet surveillance is related to information surveillance over the Internet and it is done for different reasons than those related to national security (especially after the 11th of September 2001 terrorist attack) and marketing interest for big companies [3].

Most techniques that imply Internet surveillance involve monitoring data and Internet traffic. Computers connected to the Internet communicate via messages, which are split into small pieces called packages. These packages are then sent through a computer network, node-by-node, until they reach their destination. At the destination, all the packages are reassembled, reconstructing the initial message. Following the trace of these packages and their content is also related to the Internet surveillance.

In fact, the concept of internet surveillance stands in direct opposition to the idea of a “secure” Internet. According to Netlingo⁴, “Information travelling on the Internet usually takes a circuitous route to its destination computer, through several intermediary computers. The actual route is not under your control. As your information travels, each intermediary computer presents the risk that someone will eavesdrop and make copies. An intermediary computer could even deceive you and exchange information with you by misrepresenting itself as your intended destination. These possibilities make the transfer of confidential information, such as passwords or credit card numbers, susceptible to abuse.”

In order to identify users’ opinion on certain products, we have created several modules that perform Internet surveillance, aiming at extracting new useful information for our application. Therefore, we considered the results obtained after searching the Internet using Google search engine, filtered to forums, blogs. Similarly, we perform a search on social networks using Twitter API.

3. SYSTEM PRESENTATION

⁴ Netlingo: http://www.netlingo.com/
The system we have built uses two ways of extracting desired information from the internet (See Figure 1). The first consists of a simple interface in which the user can insert a query. This is then processed using the question processing tool presented in [7] and from it we extract the key words after which we proceed with the internet search. This interface uses the libraries provided by the Google API\(^5\) (Google AJAX Search API\(^6\)) to extract the links that are most relevant to our search. Afterwards, the system calls a Lucene Nutch\(^7\) component which saves and indexes the content of these links locally. In the end, also using the Nutch component, we search the index for user reviews, which we classify into positive or negative comments using a special module used to identify opinions and feelings in texts.

The second looks a lot like the first one, with the difference that instead of using the Google Search API, it uses the API provided by Twitter\(^8\).

---

\(^5\) Google API: http://code.google.com/
\(^6\) Google AJAX Search API: http://code.google.com/apis/ajaxsearch/
\(^7\) Lucene Nutch: http://lucene.apache.org/nutch/
\(^8\) Twitter API: http://apiwiki.twitter.com/
Next, we present the main components of the system, and their main characteristics.

3.1 GOOGLE AJAX SEARCH API

Search engines are becoming an increasingly important part of our day to day lives. Large volume of information on the Internet makes it impossible to search data without the use of such instruments. We make use of such modules in our application to increase efficiency, and to better interact with the information on the Internet.

In order to incorporate the Google search Engine we use the JavaScript libraries from Google AJAX Search. These allow us to include a control object used to search the Internet for the desired information.

From the search made by the user, Google Search API returns a list of links towards the most relevant web pages. These pages are then copied locally and indexed using the Nutch component.

3.2 APACHE NUTCH

Nutch/Lucene is an open-source platform created in Java. The Nutch component is used for copying and indexing websites. After the indexing process, Nutch allows us to perform searches within the created index. The extracted information is saved as a set of documents known as the Corpus. In the next stage, this Corpus is indexed and made ready for user query. As with most search engines, the searching component is the most complicated, but also it is the most important one. The user query is transformed into a set of index terms, which are send to the Nutch query engine. The result consists of the most relevant documents, i.e. the documents in which the most matches with the user query are found.
3.3 TWITTER API

The Twitter API is based entirely on the HTTP protocol. The methods for retrieving data from the Twitter API require a GET type request, and the methods that insert, modify or destroy data require a POST type request. DELETE requests are also allowed when destroying some information.

The Twitter API allows the request extension format to be modified in order to obtain results in other formats. From the formats currently supported by this API (XML, JSS, RSS or Atom), our application uses the XML format. From the functions provided by this API, we have used mainly those that allow us to extract the desired information from user posts.

3.4 IDENTIFYING POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE USER OPINIONS

Identification of words meanings in texts has recently become one of the main research topics in computational linguistic. Few relevant papers are [5], [9] and [10].

In order to identify user’s opinions, we have used a method similar to that which is used in [6]. The method incrementally builds a lexical database (which contains emotion triggering words) similar to that in [1]. The elements in this database allow us to discover emotions in texts extracted by the Google and Twitter APIs. By calculating the global valences of the texts, we can classify the opinion as being positive, negative or neutral.

The base element which identifies emotions is called an “emotion trigger” and represents a word or concept which can provide an emotional interpretation of the text content. Here are a few examples of Romanian emotion triggers: “mândrie” (En: “pride”), “libertate” (En: “freedom”), “stimă” (En: “esteem”), “familie” (En: “family”).

The lexical database has been constructed from 30 terms which are present in “Maslow’s pyramid” [8], which have been translated into Romanian. Additionally, we used the Romanian WordNet [11] to extract synonyms, antonyms, and hyponyms for those terms.

After building the lexical term database, the next step was to correlate these terms with certain valences and emotions. For this we take into account the following rules:
• A positive value is given to the main emotion triggering terms and their synonyms.
• Also, a positive value is given to hyponym terms and terms which are derived from the main terms.
• A negative value is given to the terms antonym from those above.
• The valence of any term modifies according with the modifiers the come with them (terms that negate, emphasize or diminish a value).

3.4.1 VALENCE MODIFIERS

In order to determine the final valences of the emotion triggers a set of “valence modifiers” is defined [1]. A valence modifier consists of a term that modifies the valence of any term it is associated with. The modifiers we have identified are of three types:

• **Negations words** – that modify the valence radically from the positive pole to the negative one or backwards. Here, modifiers are represented by terms which insert negation “nu” (En: “no”), “niciodată” (En: “never”).

• **Emphasizes words** – that emphasize the positive or negative aspect of a trigger. This set contains adjectives like “mare” (En: “big”), “mai mult” (En: “bigger”), “mai bine” (En: “better”), “profund” (En: “profound”), “excepțional” (En: “great”) or adverbs that emphasize the understanding of the whole context they are part of, like “cu siguranță” (En: “surely”), “sigur” (En: “sure”), “cert” (En: “certainly”), “în definitiv” (En: “ultimately”).

• **Diminishing words** – that diminish the positive or negative aspect of a trigger, taking it towards a neutral valence. Diminishing words are represented by adjectives like “little”, “less”, “worse”, “rather”, by modal verbs, “to be able”, “to be possible”, “to need”, “to want”, by adverbs like “possible”, “probable”. Modal verbs bring in the notions of uncertainty and possibility and diminish the valence and emotion of the whole context they are part of. Also, these diminishing words help us distinguish between events that took place, could have taken place, occur now, or will take place in the future.
For example, how would a passage sound with different valence modifiers: “este minunat” (En: “it is wonderful”) (initial form), “nu este minunat” (En: “it is not wonderful”) (the negative form), “ar putea fi minunat” (En: “it could be wonderful”) (the diminished form), “e absolute minunat” (En: “it is absolutely wonderful”) (the emphasized form).

There are some terms that when put together create the feeling of irony. This is also the case for the next association: “The exceptional organizer failed to resolve the problem”, where the term, “exceptional” (which usually has a positive valence), next to the term “has failed” (which usually has a negative valence), conjures that “The organizer which was so well-known for his skill, failed a simple task”.

Moreover, while testing and verifying the application we have discovered new terms which are specific to discussions on forums, blogs or social networks. With their help, we have completed the resources obtained in the previous steps. Here are some examples of specific terms taken from English “bravo”, “super”, “fine”, “good” or successions of special characters that represent emotional icons: “:)” (Smiley face ☺), “:(“ (Sad face ☹), etc. An important observation from [1] that needs to be mentioned here is the following: in order for a valence modifier to fulfill its purpose (to modify the valence of the terms), it needs an attitude to have been mentioned in the text (whose understanding can be modified). For example, in the sentence “John is home.” that only presents a fact and not an attitude, introducing a negation, “John is not home”, doesn’t change the valence of any term.

4. CASE STUDIES

In this chapter we have conducted two case studies, in order to show the working mode of our system. With the help of this system, users will have all this information centralized and moreover it will be classified into positive or negative comments. Furthermore, given the fact that the application accesses multiple internet areas and offers the information in a centralized manner, helps users reduce the time needed in order to obtain such information.
4.1. THE EASTER CELEBRATION

The first case study is related to the Easter celebration. The purpose of the application is to help those who want to create products specific to this event, without having specific networks or time available in order to search them. For this case study we have in mind traditional products (“cozonac” (En: “sponge cake”), “pâscă” (En: “bread”) and “ouă roșii” (En: “red eggs”)) and we have identified user opinions regarding certain recipes and preparation methods. The goal was to identify whether we can find, using our application, a recipe that is better suited to the users tastes and the advantages and disadvantages of that recipe.

As stated previously, first, we have searched using the Google search engine and the API associated with it in order to extract this information from simple web pages, forums, blogs and then we have used the Twitter API for extracting such information from posts existing in this social network.

When working with the Google API, to ensure that the results are relevant, we have constructed several queries choosing various combinations that use words which represent either products: sponge cake, bread or red eggs, either ingredients: ciocolată (En: chocolate), brânză (En: cheese), smântână (En: milk cream), nuci (En: nuts) (with or without diacritics) and moreover we have asked that this information is found on pages that respect the forum or blog format types.

For the Twitter API we have built less complex queries (with less words) in order to have higher rate of success. In the end we have conducted 20 Google searches and 7 searches on Twitter.

For each Google search, Nutch took the first 10 links from the given results and saved their content on the local machine. We have processed their content using the emotion identifying component and we have extracted positive and negative feelings.

Next, we will see a couple of examples of sentences extracted from forums using the Google API. After searching by terms like sponge cake recipe in user comments we have found emotion triggers: positive “se pare ca cozonacul mamei a trecut cu brio proba :)” (En: “it seems that mother’s sponge cake passed the mark with congratulations :)”), “Aluatul de cozonac e foarte delicat si sensibil.” (En: “Sponge
cake dough is very delicate and sensitive.”), “E o rețetă super simplă și super gustoasă...” (En: “It is a super easy and super tasty recipe...”), and with a negative inclination “oricât aș vrea nu reușesc sa fac acest cozonac” (En: “as much as I would like, I just can’t make this sponge cake”), etc.

Although the Twitter searches were much simpler, the results were considerably less than those returned by the Google engine. From what we have seen, this is because the number of comments written in the Romanian language is very small and many times comments in Romanian contain words or fragments written in English.

Here are a couple of posts obtained from Twitter after searching sponge cake, and red eggs: “deza@zosz_ro: ciudată combinație...dar sună gustos...acum mănânc din primul meu cozonac...și ciudat, a ieșit bun (En: weird combination... although it sounds tasty, I’m now eating from my first sponge cake and....strangely, it came out good”), “richieTM: Deci cea mai buna plăcinta cu brânza e Pasca!! (En: Definitely the best cheese pie is the bread!!!”), “lau_anca @RaduCeua super! dar ai uitat de clasicele oua roșii :) (En: great! but you have forgot about the classic red eggs :)”), etc.

From this study we have concluded that the user’s opinions on forums and blogs are more consistent and of course more relevant than those given by the users on Twitter which are shorter and many times use images loaded by them.

4.2 AWARDING AMERICAN PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA WITH THE NOBEL PRIZE

One important controversy in 2009 was whether American President Barack Obama deserved the Nobel Peace prize. In order to better understand the issue we conducted a survey which analyzes the reaction of people from around the world. The data was collected from a series of sites, blogs and forums which expressed different views on the subject.

The obtained results showed that there is a clear difference between the views of the American people (which is overall positive) and that of the Romanian people (which is overall negative). This can be explained by the fact that the majority of positive views came from people who voted for him in the 2008 presidential elections, while the
majority of neutral or negative views came from people who were not directly influenced by Barack Obama’s actions.

The application has extracted information from 20 sites (ten from Romania and ten from United States) using Google API, summing up to a total of 327 posts. To identify the “valence” of the fragments extracted from the English resources we translated them using Google Translate and extended them using English WordNet.

The 20 sites were obtained as a result of using queries including keywords related to the following subjects:

1. *Ce părere aveţi despre înmânarea premiului Nobel lui Barack Obama?* (En: *What do you think about giving the Nobel Prize to Barack Obama?*)
2. *Care sunt părerile pro şi contra la acordarea premiului Nobel lui Obama?* (En: *What are the pros and cons for awarding the Nobel Prize to Obama?*)
3. *A meritat Obama premiul Nobel?* (En: *Did Obama deserve the Nobel Prize?*)

Looking at the Romanian sites, some of the people who expressed their opinion pointed out that, because of this uninspired decision, the integrity of the Nobel Prize award will suffer from now on. Once this decision was made, most of them believe that the awards lost some of its importance and that from now on winning such an award will not be so significant.

Given below are some examples of posts in which we detected a big emotional charge which corresponds to disapproval and indignation (all had one source: http://economie.hotnews.ro/stiri-media_publicitate-6262253-presa-americana-radiosul-obama-accepta-premiul-pentru-pace-sau-cum-castigi-nobelul-12-zile.htm):

- “...e culmea tupeului sa dai premiul Nobel cuiva care era presedinte de doar 12 zile la data inchiderii perioadei de candidatura !!!!”, (En: “... it is outrageous to award the Nobel prize to someone who was elected president just 12 days before the votes were closed !!!!”),

---

9 Google Translate: http://translate.google.com/
10 WordNet: http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn
• “acest Nobel al lui Obama va ramane in istorie ca fiind probabil cel mai nemeritat din cate s-au acordat!” (En: “this Nobel prize of Obama will remain in history as probably being the most undeserved prize ever!”),

• “Cred ca prin aceasta trista alegere, nemeritata, Nobelul pt Pace e definitiv compromis.” , “a devenit evident ca nu are vreo legatura cu meritele sau rezultate reale obtinute.” (En: “I believe that through this sad decision, undeserved, the Nobel prize is forever compromised”, “it has become obvious that it has nothing to do with the merits and the results obtained”).

• “Cred ca e o jignire la adresa celor care chiar fac ceva pentru pace in lume...”, “....pentru ce?!?! Pentru cele doua razboaie in care SUA sunt implicate?” (En: “I think it is an insult to those who really have one word to say in world peace ...”, “.... and for what?!?! For the two wars in which the United States were involved in?”)

• “Un act de o nesimtire si un dispriet incredibil fata de sute de lideri politici” (En: “An act of disgrace and incredible contempt towards hundreds of political leaders”).

Analyzing the English sites (mostly those from the United States) we noticed a different attitude. Although most of them do not approve with this decision, the criticism is not directly pointed towards Obama, but mostly towards the committee who awarded this distinction.

Regarding the emotional triggers, the sites from Romania contain a lot more words with negative “valence” and modifiers that enforce the “valence” (as incredibil (En: incredible), total (En: totally), foarte (En: very)).

In the sites from America we noticed a tendency of using words that neutralize the valences (maybe, possible, probable).

The majority of opinions address a general confusion (“I don’t understand what”, “I don’t see why”, “I don’t know why he was elected”, “I don’t think he ...”, “I don’t consider that it was the best decision”) regarding the decision made.

There were a few people who didn’t have a negative opinion about the decision, although they aren’t in total agreement with the result. They expressed a good opinion about the person in question.
5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the main components of the system we offer to users who wish to find negative or positive opinions regarding some products or events. The system is an alternative to the classic search on the Internet, bringing new possibilities of combining the results obtained through a simple search with those extracted from the user’s blogs, forums or even social networks. The main components of the system are based on the components which improve search and extract relevant information via the Internet, namely the search API from Google and Twitter.

The system combines the valences associated with the sentences, the distance between key words and emotional triggers, taking into account the valence modifiers. From our evaluations on 6 different topics of search, with the help of 3 persons that evaluated over 100 extracted paragraphs, we can say that we are at the beginning of the road and this reflects on the quality of the results, which is modest (around 44%).

The main problems come from the fact that the main emotional triggers that we took into consideration were not referring to the keywords of the search. Another important problem was that, in calculating the associated valences, we preferred short sentences, which were not always as relevant as we would like.

As future extensions, we plan to resolve the mentioned problems, which come from the identification of the semantic roles. Also, we wish to accomplish a more relevant evaluation with around 20 different topics and more than 10 human evaluators.
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